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Pharmaceutical Colonialism is the term used to describe the activities of some of the big
pharmaceutical companies and their contract research organizations (CROs), that
involves exploiting the sickness and poverty of citizens of weak and/or developing states.
This is enabled because there is a failure or lack of ethical policies and rules within those
states that are implemented and designed to protect against unethical clinical drug trials.
It is also caused by the CROs that can justify their study designs within various ethical
loop holes in current international ethical guidelines. This paper will examine the issues
of research with vulnerable populations, and their ability to make informed consent; and
the use of placebo controlled clinical trials, where international best practice or standard
of care is denied, simply because it would not be available in the local African context,
because health care systems are non-existent or not functional.

I have previously argued that the activities of pharmaceutical companies in Africa
amounts to “Globonialism,” 1 a combination of globalization hindering state strength to
benefit only global corporations, in the process of extracting clinical data from sick
patients in vulnerable communities, to support scientific evidence to gain approvals for
drugs mainly designed to be marketed in western countries, but in drug trials that would
either not be approved ethically in the west, and if they were, receive no volunteers.
Where some African states have allowed international clinical trials to proceed, they
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justify this ‘investment’ and ‘intervention’ on the basis that “something is better than
nothing.” 2

Placebo controlled research
In their essay on the use of ‘placebo’ in AIDS research, David and Sheila Rothman have
drawn a strong connection between human rights and medicine with “a commitment to
informed consent and freedom from coercion” 3 . They provide a substantial amount of
evidence in support of claims of pharmaceutical colonialism. Rothman and Rothman
explain that the 1990s saw an increased shift in conducting medical experiments from
America to the Third World, for two main reasons. 1: AIDS – “the first modern
infectious disease to strike the developed and developing world simultaneously and to
give both a large stake in finding a cure”; 2: “the mounting financial and regulatory
burdens of research in the rich nations” 4 . Rothman and Rothman point out that both the
1947 Nuremberg Codes and the 1964 World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki
“say that the well-being of the subject always should take precedence over the needs of
science of the interests of society, and that doctors must obtain ‘the subjects’ freely
informed consent’” 5 . The problem is however, how can these principles be ensured and
guaranteed when the levels of poverty and disease are so high and the access to relevant
drugs is so minimal in the third world6 ? Their debate is outlined in relation to the clinical
trials for anti-retroviral drugs aimed at reducing HIV transmission between mother and
baby 7 , where in many trials the active drug was only compared to placebo. This type of
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trial design can be unethical when a known effective treatment or better standard of care
is available. Shah notes at least “15 different trials testing experimental interventions to
block mother to child HIV infections in developing countries” 8 , where all compared the
active drug, even half doses of it, with a placebo. In these cases, the justifications were
simple – the women would otherwise receive no treatment.

This situation really

highlights the ethical debate on placebo trials in the developing world, when an effective
treatment is known of, and available in the west, but just unaffordable in the poor
developing country. Instead, thousands of children were condemned to HIV infection.
The ethical principles were compromised because the control groups were not given any
effective therapy against HIV transmission, even though they existed.

Researchers

should have a “clear ethical obligation to provide them” 9 . By using a placebo arm in the
trials the researchers “violated the Helsinki standards and demonstrated a ‘callous
disregard of their welfare’” 10 . By not providing the ‘standard of care’ to the research
subjects a double standard is created, which further creates “an incentive to use as
research subjects those with the least access to health care” 11 .

Marcia Angell outlines the role that ‘me-too’ drugs play in the need for placebo
controlled trials. These drugs are only a slight variation on existing successful drugs on
the market, when patents expire, however, they are usually only tested against a placebo,
so there is no way of telling if they are any better or worse than other existing drugs, just
better than nothing 12 .

This is obviously of benefit to the drug industry, but not

necessarily to participants in trials. Therefore, any suggestion that convenient double
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standards would be curtailed due to new ethical requirements worried the pharmaceutical
industry that placebo trials for ‘me-too’ drugs would become too difficult.

As Shah has pointed out, there has already been “years of tortuous debate within the
biomedical community” regarding the ethics of placebo controlled clinical trials in
developing country settings 13 . Nonetheless, evidence that these types of trials continue is
voluminous. The policies, institutions and organizations that are needed to pursue this
type of pharmaceutical colonialism can be seen in a culmination of attempts to create
double standards of care and ethical principles between people in developing and
developed countries. For example, there have been various attempts since 1999 to update
or qualify the Helsinki code to allow research to be conducted in developing countries
(that couldn’t otherwise be conducted in the west), that would ensure third world
participants do not need to be offered first world standards of care 14 . In 2000, however
the World Medical Association instead “strengthen[ed] protections of research
subjects…by pointing out that placebos were only permissible when there was no known
effective treatment” 15 . This was good news for potential trial participants and ethics
committees to prevent any dangerous placebo trials.
The WMA’s Declaration of Helsinki policy states at Note 29 that
The benefits, risks, burdens and effectiveness of a new method should be
tested against those of the best current prophylactic, diagnostic, and
therapeutic methods. This does not exclude the use of placebo, or no
treatment, in studies where no proven prophylactic, diagnostic or therapeutic
method exists. 16
In 2001 a clarification noted on this paragraph in the policy also states that
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The WMA hereby reaffirms its position that extreme care must be taken in
making use of a placebo-controlled trial and that in general this methodology
should only be used in the absence of existing proven therapy. However, a
placebo-controlled trial may be ethically acceptable, even if proven therapy is
available, under the following circumstances:
- Where for compelling and scientifically sound methodological reasons
its use is necessary to determine the efficacy or safety of a prophylactic,
diagnostic or therapeutic method; or
- Where a prophylactic, diagnostic or therapeutic method is being
investigated for a minor condition and the patients who receive placebo will
not be subject to any additional risk of serious or irreversible harm.
All other provisions of the Declaration of Helsinki must be adhered to,
especially the need for appropriate ethical and scientific review (emphasis
added). 17
However, according to Shah “the FDA has been slowly trying to distance itself from the
WMA and Declaration of Helsinki … refus[ing] to incorporate new restrictions on
placebo trials in 2001” 18 .

Attempts to circumvent these strict codes include arguments

in favour of only needing local ethics committee’s approvals for clinical trials, rather
than both home (the USA) and host countries.

Such lax requirements would be

problematic for many African countries where there are either no ethics committees (such
as in Morocco), or corruption and bias has infiltrated the ethical review process (such as
in Uganda) 19 . According to Shah, “one quarter of clinical trials conducted in developing
countries went through no ethical review” 20 . Apparently, the US National Bioethics
Advisory Committee finally recommended that approvals were required from both home
and host sites “unless US officials decided that the foreign site was sufficient on its
own” 21 .
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In the 2007 Australian National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research,
Chapter 4.8 deals with “people in other countries” and reinforces the need for one
standard of ethical conduct in both home and host countries in relation to respect, justice
and beneficence - “the research should not be exploitative” (4.8.11), and the research
should be conducted in “a way that accords the participants no less respect and protection
than this national statement requires” (4.8.10). If there are no local ethics committees in
the host country then the Australian Statement applies, and if local ethics approvals are
required then the details of these need to be reported in Australia as well (4.8.4; 4.8.5). 22

The Helsinki Declaration was again updated in 2004 with another footnote, this time to
permit the drug industry not to offer ongoing access to a drug even if it was proven
effective. ‘Ethically’ all they had to do was ‘identify’ and ‘describe’ whether they would
offer a successful drug or not after a trial ended, before the trial began (presumably in the
participant information sheet).

Thus while note 30 of the Helsinki Declaration states
At the conclusion of the study, every patient entered into the study should be
assured of access to the best proven prophylactic, diagnostic and therapeutic
methods identified by the study. 23
The note of clarification on paragraph 30 of the WMA Declaration of Helsinki states
The WMA hereby reaffirms its position that it is necessary during the study
planning process to identify post-trial access by study participants to
prophylactic, diagnostic and therapeutic procedures identified as beneficial in
the study or access to other appropriate care. Post-trial access arrangements or
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other care must be described in the study protocol so the ethical review
committee may consider such arrangements during its review. 24
Shah has argued that participants in trials should be offered “access to the medicines
whose approval they have helped secure”. They should not be “priced prohibitively” and
they should be relevant to the nations’ needs. Others may argue however, that providing
the drug at the completion of a trial may also provide an incentive to participate beyond
altruism. Thus Shah concludes that now a host of “influential institutions … [were] on
record supporting double standards in medical research … if there is solid scientific
reason to believe trial subjects will not be harmed and can possibly benefit, then
researchers should feel free to lower their ethical standards for impoverished patients” 25 .

The ethical issues also come down to the question of informed consent, particularly in
light of the unethical use of placebo trials.

Rothman and Rothman question if

participants from developing countries (where illiteracy levels are often quite high)
actually can be fully informed and give their consent to trials, when even in the US a
study found that 25-50% of participants “do not understand what it is that they have
agreed to”. They argue that “no-one ought to justify placebo-based protocols simply
because Ugandan or Thai subjects consented to join them” 26 .

Shah also demonstrates the difficulties in claiming informed consent has been achieved in
these cases especially when participants are poor, have no choice, are in a powerless
position in the relationship with doctors, and often are not even aware of the western
scientific understanding of “bacteria or virus” 27 . In Thailand for example, there is no
simple and direct translation for the word placebo 28 , and “in some African languages
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‘there is no word for ‘research’ or ‘science’ … [and] no concept of an experiment or
placebo” 29 .

Tenofovir
One example can be seen with Tenofovir, a drug aimed at reducing the transmission of
HIV, which was trialed in Cameroon, Thailand and Nigeria for 12 months in 2004. In
Cameroon, 400 sex workers were enrolled, 5 died. The study involved comparing the
active drug with a placebo among sex workers most at risk of contracting HIV.
However, the ethical considerations were questionable as the information given to mostly
illiterate and French speaking volunteers, was in English. “Some of the women thought
they were receiving a vaccine. Those who were given a placebo did not receive any
advice on AIDS prevention or medical follow up” 30 . While the trial was approved by the
Cameroon National Ethical committee, Chippaux argues that where many African ethics
committees may exist in some form, they “still lack the necessary expertise and
funding” 31 . Furthermore, even though this trial was sponsored by the drug manufacturer
Gilead, the US Centre for Disease Control and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation,
with their ‘good intentions’ to ease the health crisis in the third world, the actual
relevance of this drug in this population was questionable. Even if it did prove effective,
who could afford to take it everyday for the rest of their lives? Condoms also prevent
HIV transmission and are cheaper, but these were not promoted in the study. The double
standards evident in this placebo based trial on the world’s poorest is indeed a clear case
of Chippaux’s ‘strategic imperialism’ 32 , or at best, a misguided ‘do-gooder colonialism’.
29
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However, some have argued that such placebo trials are worthwhile to conduct in places
where patients would otherwise get no treatment 33 .

Those defending the above AIDS drug trials argued that local ethics committees were
competent to review the protocols, and any criticism of that process would be patronizing
(and racist) 34 . Thus, if this is part of pharmaceutical colonialism then it is by the request
of the locals. However, it can be argued that a weak state is not able to negotiate on a
level playing field with a powerful, globalised corporation, both colonizing and profit
seeking (and bearing gifts!).

Furthermore, in relation to political funding for

medications, “no country wanted to spend significant amounts of money on second-class
treatment” 35 , so these trials needed to compare something to nothing, otherwise the
something would not look as good as the most effective treatment (available in the
developed world), and thus something is better than nothing, and these drugs could then
be legitimately purchased by PPPs or national health authorities to assist their sick
populations, profiting the pharmaceutical industry only.

CONCLUSION
What is the ability of “sick, poor subjects lining up at their clinic doors in Asia and
Africa, to make informed and voluntary consent” 36 ? Are we actually being paternalistic
(in a colonial mindset) even to question their ability to do this? Sonia Shah demonstrates
that the issue of “informed consent is an emperor with no clothes”37 . That is, there seems
to be a cynical attitude among some researchers and doctors of its effectiveness, because
patients trust their doctors to advise them, and because there is no alternative to achieve
33
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an ethical façade/standard, we keep using it 38 . Informed consent needs to be considered
more carefully. There are ways to get informed consent in poor and illiterate participants,
using various methods, including translators and pictures for example. If consent still
cannot be informed then the tests must be ‘abandoned’.

Shah, quoting bioethicist

Jonathan Moreno, argues, “not all knowledge is accessible … it is one of the trade-offs
between realizing there is a moral difference between people and lab rats” 39 .
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